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THe BG news

SAB to codify
dispute process
Confusion generated last fall over
what procedures to follow when a
student has a complaint against a
professor has led to attempts by the
Student Arbitration Board 1SAB1 to
draw up amendments to the Student
Code to handle student-professor
disputes
Doug Weigle. returning chairman of
the board, said the confusion began last
fall when two students were dismissed
from a chemistry class taught by Dr
Arlo Boggs for allegedly talking to each
other in tones audible and disturbing to
the rest of the class

assistance request forms in all
dormitories in an effort to streamline
its investigations into student
complaints
In the past. Weigle said information
about complaints sent to the board
through the SBO Problem Solver was
written on scraps of paper that were
often misplaced
The request forms are merely an
effort to tidy it up a bit.' Weigle said
l'e also said easy access to the forms
may make dormitory residents more
aware of SAB's ability to handle
student complaints

THE STUDENTS finally appealed
the dismissal to the SAB which in turn
recommended them to the Student
Appeals Board The appeals board
eventually ruled in their favor, but not
until they had lost so much class time
that they could not make up their
' assignments
Weigle said he wants to meet with the
dean of students and other
administrators to work out possible
procedures to be used when a student
believes he's getting the shaft in the
classroom "
The board is also working on possible
procedures to be used in cases
involving students arrested either on
campus or downtown.
Weigle said the board is hoping to
arrange it so some cases, particularly
those involving students arrested by
Campus Safety officers, would be
handled by the Student Arbitration
Board or the dean of students office
rather than through the municipal
court system.

LYNDA THOMAS, senior i B.A ). has
been named the new chairman and
chief justice for the arbitration board
According to Weigle. Thomas is the
first woman to be named chief justice

Group planning

'\5jav

I^SS business boycott
A local chapter of the National
Economic Boycott project has made
plans for an area boycott ol companies
holding government contracts
The group, comprised of faculty and
students at the University, has issued a
statement listing the tactics for the
boycott slated to begin May 25

Both the beauty and intricacy of nature can bo
toon in this closo-up of a lowly dandelion going to teed.

U.S. power builds in Tonkin gulf
SAIGON iAPI - Hanoi reported that
large numbers of US. aircraft attacked
North Vietnam yesterday following a
buildup of American naval power in the
Tonkin Gulf
In other action. South Vietnamese
forces pushed close to the besieged
provincial capital of An I.oc in search
ol their first significant victory in the
enemy offensive.
I'anoi s official Vietnam News
Agency-VNA -claimed U S
planes
deliberately raided many populated
areas'' in Panoi and the port city of
l.'aiphong to massacre the civilian
population
ANOTHER I'anoi radio broadcast

letters explaining the project, and that
locally, information will be released to
the dorms, newspapers and posted
around campus
Phase two involves picketing chain
and franchise operations
The
statement said austerity measures''
Are already being observed in Bowling

Qreen
THE STATEMENT said the intention
of the project is "to withdraw
monetary support from the war
economy-thus helping to halt the
proposed further escalation in
Vietnam."
According to Mark Dull, sophomore
I Ed.), and spokesman for the local
chapter, the plan will work in two
phases
Dull said approximately 250 colleges
across the country have received

MW^"™ ^f »•»■■• J. HMV

HE SAID Steve Miller. Student Body
Organization coordinator lor state and
community affairs, is working on the
project
The board is also distributing SAB
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monitored in Tokyo said
"large
numbers of US. warplanes attempted
to bomb" Panoi and the provinces of
Thanh Ifoa and Bac Giang and five
planes were shot down
The US. Command declined to
comment, its usual policy It reported
earlier, however, that strikes over the
North during the last two days
destroyed equipment and large
quantities of fuel and fuel depots.
The number of 7th Fleet carriers
stationed off the Southeast Asia coast
rose to six for the first time in the war
with the arrival of the 78.000-ton
Saratoga
She came from the Atlantic Fleet and
boosted the off-shore American naval

loosening its grip around An Loc, 60
miles north of Saigon, and South
Vietnamese forces verging on their
first important success in the
offensive
Associated
Press
correspondent
Richard Blystone in Da Nang reported
an allied oflicer told him enemy
supplies are continuing to move south
across the demilitarized zone into
QuangTri but at a much-reduced rate
The source, who refused to be quoted
by name, said most of the supply
movement in the region takes-place at
night lo avoid detection.
The U.S. Command said 13
Americans were killed in ground action
and 26 more were wounded last week.

force to about 46.000 aboard more than
60 ships. A seventh carrier, the
Ticonderoga. sailed from San Diego.
Calif . for Vietnam Wednesday
AT AN LOC. southernmost of three
fronts opened by the enemy during the
six-week-old offensive, a government
ii'lu'1 column moved within two and
one-half miles ol the devastated city.
Advancing behind hundreds of bombs
dropped by jets Irom the Saratoga and
from US B52s. the troops leapfrogged
up Pighway 13 and met little
resistance
Associated
Press
correspondent
i.ynn C Newland reported there were
indications the enemy might be

"STUDENTS are attempting lo buy
only food, medicine and other items of
absolute necessity, and we are buying
these from local independent
merchants," the statement said
Dull said May 25 is the target date for
the group lo withdraw all its monies
from checking and savings accounts.
Stocks and savings bonds
Along with the statement, the group
has also issued a list of companies
involved in what is termed "Pentagon
contracts " They are listed below,
along with some of the products they
manufacture and the amount of the
contracts according to 1969 figures
THE COCA COLA CO. (Coca Cola,
Sprite. Tab. Fresca, Pi-C, Minute
Maid). IT&T (Morton Frozen Foods.
Postess
Bakery
productsl $238.000.0001. Standard Oil Co.
(gasoline products. Stand Oil. Pumble
and Ksso till-$291.000.0001.
Gulf Uil Corp iGulf oil products$96.000.0001. Mobil Oil Co. (Mobil oil
products -$152,000.0001; Texaco. Inc.
(Texaco oil products-$124,000,000);
AT&T i Bell Telephone System $933,233.0001; I E DuPont de Nemours
and Co
(Cantrece Hosiery-$212,000.0001; Eastman Kodak Co.
(Kodak
products- $110,000.0001;
Magnavox Corp i Magnavox products$130,000.0001
Rl'A Corporation (RCA records, etc$299,000,000);
Revlon Inc
(cosmetics); and Textron Inc.
(Shaeffer pens. Talon zippers, Speidel
jewelry-$430,909,0001.

Karma: We're here to help anyone'
By Denay Law
Staff Reporter
When I walked into the back room of
Karma. Bowling Green's only drop-in
drug center, and plopped myself down
into one of those old. comfortable
chairs that seem to swallow you up. the
first thing I noticed was the thick,
green shag carpeting
"Four or six women from the
Bowling Green Welcome Wagon
Committee came in around March I and
laid that carpeting down, put up all the
curtains and painted the whole place."
Glenn Wiennga senior IA&S) and a
counselor, said.
He walked over to the corner of the
room and put a Santana album on the
stereo, then came back and sat down on
the bed "Half the time someone comes
in here, we don't even know his last
name If we do learn it. it's usually by
accident," he said
IF SOMEONE brings a drug in to be
analyzed, he is treated with this same
casual confidentiality.
"We send it to the Bureau of Criminal
Investigation in Fremont to have it
analyzed.''
Raun
McMaster.
coordinator, said "And the whole thing
is completely confidential.''
McMaster said that 28 people have
brought drugs in to be analyzed since
the center opened at 525 Pike St.
McMaster and Dr Marvin Kumler.
director of counseling services for
Karma, have been going to different
locations in town to talk to various
people and organizations about drugs.
"We've been going into dormitories,
to high
schools, community
organisations, church organizations all over. McMaster said ..

"WE'VE BEEN amazed at the
number of people who want to talk
about the legalization of marijuana,
especially townspeople." McMaster
said. "It's not our main theme, but it
usually comes up at every meeting.''
He said the main idea behind the
traveling seminars is to inform people
of Karma s philosophy and services.
"We're her* to help anyone for whom

the use or abuse of drugs has become a
problem," he said.
"Some wimiaq asked me the other
day at a church organization, what I
thought about marijuana." McMaster
said. "I said. It should be legalized I
said that, right there in church.
"But our philosophy is not trying to
change people's heads." he said.
"We're just trying to inform people
We take a rational look at drugs."
MCMASTER said the hard drugs
which include barbituates and
narcotics, are more prevalent than
most people think.
"We've found the use of hard drugs in
Bowling Green is lar greater than
anyone in any position has ever
imagined or had nightmares of."
McMaster said

Our philosophy is not
trying to change people's
heads.' -- McMaster
"One night we had 30 sopor
iMethaqualude) problems in the front
room. One guy. who had taken 10
sopors, was helping people walk
around to help keep them awake, and
he drove the car here.
We had a parade that night, because
we had all the soped-up people out
walking around the block." McMaster
said
McMaster said Karma has had cases
of three amphetamine addictions, one
heroin addiction and four or five bad
trips on acid (LSD)
"IF SOMEONE comes in here
addicted to something, we explain the
alternatives they have; either arrange
for methadone with a clinic in Toledo,
or go through cold turkey (withdrawal
by refusing the body the drug)." he
said.
No counselor in Karma is allowed to
administer any drug, not even aspirin.
"We're having problems with people

coming in here strung out on diet and
sleeping pills, as well as tranquilizers
that have been prescribed by doctors."
McMaster said.
"We have evidence of doctors who
have given diet pills to people who have
used them for something other than
dieting." he said.
"Most of the doctors are probably
sincere, but I personally think they
don't understand the problems that
accompany the drugs. They don't
understva drug abuse." he said.
Bob Urban, junior (Ed), one of the
counselors, warned that consumption
of alcohol is very dangerous if a person
has taken any sopors or barbituates
"Alcohol heightens the effect of the
drug and can make if four times as
powerful as it would be normally." he
said
KARMA HAS 29 counselors on duty,
but have had to put in an "intense
amount of time" to keep the center
open 24 hours a day, according to Dr.
Kumler.
There could be some problems
keeping Karma open for the summer.
"We need a large pool if volunteers
so that no one has to put in an immense
amount of time, but the majority of
counselors are college students who
won't be here in the summer." he said.
Karma s phone number is 352-2225 It
is hooked up through an intercom
system with Crisis Phone, so calls can
be transferred to either system without
the caller hanging up.
Open 24 hours a day. the center is
applying for federal funding.
"The government has regular grants
for drug centers." McMaster said
"I'm optimistic that we'll get the
loan."
Drug centers like Karma must be in
operation for 90 days before it can
apply for a federal loan. Karma has
been open since April 9. or 41 days
Before I left. I asked Glenn Wieringa
what Karma meant. He said, it means
"your destiny is determined by how you
act in this world. If you screw someone
over in this life, you're gonna get
screwed over in the next life, you're
gonna be pushing that stone up the
mountain the rest of your life."

New*he»bfJo«t*.W.
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Raun McMaster, coordinator of Karma, Bowling Green's drop-in drug cantor,
coun,

^» q «•"•"•• The center is located at 525 f»*o St.
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j bg co-op
I
Every quarter complaints are heard and questions raised about
■: the high cost of books and their low resale value in the local
;• bookstores.
Everyone complains--but one group of students got together and
| tried to do something about it.
6 The BG Student Co-op was established in an attempt to provide
• an opportunity to avoid the ever-present rip-off from some local
I merchants which has become a characteristic of college
j communities.
The concept of the co-op was met with student enthusiasm. But
:
after only two quarters, the enthusiasm has been replaced with
apathy.
Dave Lefko. chairman of the co-op's board of directors, said
• students have failed to realize the potential of the organization
and their own importance to its success.
There is a possibility that, because of this limited student
interest, the co-op will lose its University space allocation.
If that happens, students will have lost one of the very few
constructive tools available to fight that which they complain
about-high prices for the student and high profits for the
merchant.
Support the student co-op. It was established for you.

track bypass
The City of Bowling Green has given the Lester H. Poggemeyer
engineering firm the task of studying the construction of a bypass
somewhere in town so automobile drivers can avoid the
seemingly ever-present trains on the Penn-Central railroad
tracks.
The Poggemeyer firm is expected to release its report next
week on the feasibility of such a project, and the costs involved if
taxpayers will have to pay for it.
In view of the death of two persons at the Wooster Street
crossing Sunday morning, April 30, the costs would have to be
astonomically high not to build the bypass in order to avoid
future deaths here.
Right now, the crossing at Wooster Street, the crossing where
the deaths occurred, is equipped with flashing red lights, but has
no black-and-white stripped barriers which come down to stop
traffic when a train is approaching.
It may be argued that so many trains go by every day. and so
many 'sit'' on the tracks just a few yards away from the
crossing, that barriers would hinder traffic, needlessly jamming
traffic on Wooster Street.
But we cannot accept this argument When two people are
killed at a crossing where there are no barriers, something must
be done.
We urge you to write your councilmen, and see if we,who also
pay taxes to the city, can help provide safe facilities for our
community.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor ,ind opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed paxes triple spaced
The News maintains the ri|(ht to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, CO The lit; News. 100
University Hall

sbo notes

activities
By Dennis E. Peline
■ Coordinator for Communications
Kdilors Note: SBO Notes is ■
Weekly column designated to inform
the University community of
programs and activities sponsored
by the Student Body Organization
■ The officers of the Student Body
Organisation tSBOi have been
involved in many activities these
past few weeks hoping to aid
students here at Bowling (ireen
', Bill Arnold, coordinator for
academic affairs, was successful in
his bid to eliminate the I'I'K
•swimming requirement for women
last week He said he is still waiting
;for the final word on the foreign
language requirement which should
;be in by the end of the quarter
; Arnold's most recent endeavor is
Jhe American Odyssey program
headed by Edward Downey The
program would enable students to
travel throughout the country for
eight months working at jobs
relating to their major field of
*tudy. and receive academic credit
)n the process During the program
Jhe group would meet in seminar
jform from time to lime and discuss
Iheir progress.
"WE NEED people to go through
■the University catalogue and look at
«ll of the courses to see if they can
j>e used for academic credit or if
^certain modifications are needed.''
Said Arnold. Any students interested
*in working on this program should
^contact Arnold at 405 Student
Services.
• Coordinator for State and
•Community Affairs Steve Miller is
■planning a meeting of the Consumer
•Relations Board for next Tuesday at

7 p.m. It will be held in the student
activities office
Miller hopes to discuss the long
term activities of the group and also
wants special attention put on how
the city of Bowling Green can
acquire better telephone service.
Vice President Craig Taliaferro
wishes to tell all students who will
be on campus this summer that SBO
will be operating and interested
students are urged to call his office
at 372-2951
TALIAFERRO also wants to warn
students that making a bomb threat
over the phone is a felony and a
federal offense. IV asks that all
students refrain from such actions
since "the University is making
examples of such students."
Chris McCracken, coordinator for
cultural affairs has announced that
Peter Yarrow (Peter Paul and
Mary l will appear in concert on
Saturday. June 3. The concert will be
held in Anderson Arena and tickets
will go on sale beginning May 26.
They are priced at II and will be
available at the Union ticket office
and at 405 Student Services Bldg
President Jeff Sherman said a
"Symposium on Black Plays" is
scheduled for Friday, May 26.
Speakers include Lloyd Richards,
director; Larry Neal, critic and
poet; HattieGossett, literary agent;
Tommie Love, actor; Carlton
Molett. playwright and critic and Dr
John Scott.playwright.Dr. Scott will
also act as moderator of the
symposium, said Sherman.
The program will begin at 10 a.m.
and is being held in the Amani
Room Rap sessions will follow the
program which is free annd open to
the public

opinion

ato foots pageant bill
Last Sunday night the Miss BGSU
pageant was presented by the
BROTHERS (without ?) of Alpha Tau
Omega. The winner of the pageant goes
on from here to the Miss Ohio and
possibly to the Miss America pageant as
a representative of the BG campus.
The Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
completely sponsor her by purchasing
the franchise, giving her a scholarship
and paying for all costs incurred by the
pageant, which incidentally, represents
the campus as a whole
WE WERE constantly hassled by
various people days before your pageant
and were interrupted by bomb scares
and loud people. All well and done, but
unfortunately all this built up to a head.
People who disrupted the dress
rehearsal the night before somehow got
tickets to the pageant and wanted to be
admitted.
To hopefully keep the pageant running
smoothly for everyone's enjoyment, we
tried to keep these people out.
unfortunately through poor planning on
our part innocent people were turned
away and to these people 1 give my
deepest apologies.

in fact some of the judges did not judge
the contestants on this) but as a
franchised pageant we must abide by
these rules until they are changed
The inconsistency and poor attitude of
students as a whole here ("greeks" and
"freaks"! appalls me. People complain
that the pageant winner could not
represent the BGSU campus because the
ATO's sponsor and oversee the pageant.
And some students were not admitted
to see the pageant I most of which had
the intention to disrupt it anywayi well,
your BG News is paid by the students and
I don't think there is hardly any student
that can say truthfully that the Bubble
Gum News represents the BGSU
campus.
HERE- YOUR pageant is a good
example, the gentlemen aresested were
asked for their comment, no one from
the pageant was asked to comment on
the arrests. Why not try inobjectivity in

IN CONCLUSION, just to let everyone
know that the Miss BGSU will more than
likely be presented again next year.
If it is dropped it will be completely
because of financial difficulty and not
because 20 people do not like the basis of
the pageant itself
We continue it year after year because
our only purpose is to represent the
student body of Bowling Green at the
expense of ATO which is a hell of a lot
more than I can say for other campus
organizations around here which the
This was not written in rebuttal to the students themselves pay for directly
womens lib movement but rather to their because the BROTHERS OF ALPHA
actions during the pageant
TAU OMEGA don't make one red cent on
Also this was written so students who your pageant
are so much concerned with the things
we have, that were, or are supposed to
represent us all, take a good look at our
Richard A DeSilva
consistently one-sided BG News and also
President of Alpha Tau Omega
as an apology to the innocent students
311 ATO House
who were turned away

reporting the matters which represent
the University either directly or
indirectly.
The consistent one-sidedness of the BG
News is the prime example of the BG
students money which does not get to
represent the majority of students
whereas, your pageant, which
incidentally represents the campus as a
whole is not paid by the University but
by. the BROTHERS (without ? I of Alpha
Tau Omega.

aumre

Also, I must admit that the
demonstrators once inside were
completely co-operative when asked to
leave but I question their childish action
The rolling of marbles is a fine
example to disrupt the pageant but the
possibility of someone falling and getting
hurt or throwing them as was done (and
a few people were hurt, but not
seriously) here you are infringing on the
rights of these people to peaceably watch
the pageant.
THE CONTESTANTS were not forced
to participate nor was any dorm or
whatever, forced to send a candidate
The girls were not forced to do
anything they did not want to do but.
when people come into the pageant and
yell things I believe these girls' rights
are violated as well as the audiences.
Granted some of the beauty pageants
standards are not agreed on (' i turns,

WMXIil
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'WELL, IF IT IS A COMMIE PLOT, IT'S A NICE COMMIE PLOT!'

Lerrers

no right to disrupt pageant
"Not even a bonafide ticket is
guaranteed to get a person into the Miss
BGSU pageant."
In response to the editorial entitled
"pageant', I would like to express my
views as a contestant
Although a sheet passed out by the
protestors stated that the protest was not
directed personally at the contestants. I
felt personally insulted when someone,
presumably with a bonafide ticket, made
a very audible comment during my
performance.
DUE TO THE tight security of the
ATO's. much trouble and disturbance of
this kind was avoided, although a small

group did manage to gain entrance and
yell obscenities that insulted the
intelligence of both the contestants and
the audience
If these people sincerely wanted to
witness her selection ". they might have
been more willing to tell who gave them
their tickets 1 am not saying that those
with "anti-beauly pageant sentiments"
didn't have the right to be there.
I am saying that they did not have the
right to disrupt the contest and infringe
upon the personal rights of those in
support of the pageant.
Why was it that these were the only
ones that found fault with the security
measures'' Those truly interested in the

art show criticisms
Much criticism of the Student Art
show has arisen and justly so. Now
that it has been finally put together for
another year to the satisfaction of some
and the dissatisfaction of others (more
others than some! it is time to take stock
With due respect to Mr Coleman. the
Student Show Director, and its sponsor
the Alumni Association^ I would like to
propose the following changes
Regardless of what little faith the art
faculty has in its students, it is time for
the students to organize it's own show
I suggest that there be a student
hanging committee, a Student Show
design that is actually done by a student,
and finally, a guest jury that is selected
by students. In no way is it my intent to
eliminate the faculty influence but on the
other hand, peer influence can be equally
qualified

PERHAPS WE art students haven't
earned the faith of the faculty and surely
the poor showing of student help testifies
to their lack of faith But the elimination
of the faculty monopoly of the show will
in itself stop much of the discontent
With a freer hand students will be able
to contribute more than the performing
of menial tasks of moving art works and
serving punch.
Hopefully next year the Student Art
Show will be a genuine student effort
Recognition of our finest efforts is a vital
part of art. Clearly this recognition
would be more meaningful if it were
students honoring students.

pageant seemed to have no trouble
remembering the persons providing
their tickets.

compete in the contest without unwanted
and additional competition from the
audience.

I would like to thank the ATO's for
their attempt to protect my right to

Adrienne Lynn Cahoon
3U1 Dunbar

obnoxious behavior
After reading many of the comments
in the BG News concerning the Miss
BGSU pageant. 1 feel it is necessary to
ask one more question
I attended the pageant, but I also
believe that many of the women's lib
people have valid reasons for
condemning them.
But do you feel that by disrupting the
pageant, chanting songs and
demonstrating that you converted one
person to your viewpoint''
I personally was humiliated by the
tactics used-they were childish and only
alienated the 600 people in attendance.
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questions coverage
If the saying "A fool can ask more
questions in five minutes than a wise
man can answer in a lifetime " is true,
call me-fool. for I have questions for
you.

If you want people to listen to what
you're saying, don't turn them off by
your actions If you truly believe in these
ideals, you owe it to yourself to present
them in a more intelligent manner
Obnoxious behavior only highlights your
immaturity

•me BG news

editorial editor

S. Rudy Kozuh
302-A University Courts
1451 dough Street

No wonder no one pays attention to
your ideals-you did not raise the level of
consciousness of one individual in that
room

sustainer of everything meaningful on
this campus9
3. Is the BG News stall Craig
Taliaferro's personal arm of the fourth
estate?
I wish to have these questions
answered because I depend on you for
accurate, undistorted reporting of the
events on this campus
David Mowry
120 Rodgers

vawghn e. rockhold

advertising manager

John g. pollock

•ale* manager
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Chile seen as policy test

Petras: U.S. opposes Allende
ByCMyNegrey
The United Sutes was and
is trying to do everything
possible to keep Chilean
President Salvador Allende
from succeeding, according
to Dr. James Petras. author
and associate professor of
political science at
Pennsylvania
State
University.
Dr. Petras spoke to a
group of faculty members

and students on "United
States Reaction to Economic
Nationalism in the Andean
Countries" last night.
The speech was part of the
two-day seminar. "The
United States and the
Andean Countries ''

•
THE CHILEAN situation
can be viewed as a test of
United States policy or as an
opportunity for the United
States to develop a new set

ol relations with Latin
America, as well as with the
rest of the world. Dr. Petras
said
The measures taken in
Chile are not a result of
some deviant Marxist
ideology." he added
"Nationalism is not a
Chilean phenomenon but. in
fact, a Latin American
phenomenon." he explained
"United States policy
institutions have not had

completely homogeneous
viewpoints They differ over
ways to oppose Allende." he
said
Dr. Petras interpreted
Secretary of State William
Rogers' threat to cut off
loans to Chile as meaning
"this is what can happen to
you other countries if you
take the Chilean route."
Dr. Petras believes the
Treasury Department's

newsnoTes
Profits rise
WASHINGTON 1AP1 - Profits of
corporations rose $5.6 billion in the
first three months of the year, the
biggest increase in a year, the
Commerce Department said
yesterday
The department also released a
revised first-quarter report on Gross
National Product, output of the
nation's good's and services, and it
showed that the economy fared
slightly better than first had been
reported a month ago

Kent arrests
KENT (API - Ten antiwar
demonstrators were arrested
yesterday during the annual ROTC
awards ceremony at Kent State

University.
This year, the ceremony had been
moved inside to University Auditorium.
Unly cadets and their invited guests
had been invited to attend

Police said the antiwar protestors
managed to enter the hall where thev
tossed bags of what appeared to be
red paint, red ink or "blood "

Davis defense
SAN JOSE, Cahf iAPi
Angela
Davis' attorney said yesterday he
would offer "an abbreviated defense
in her murder-kidnap conspiracy
case, and predicted the trial would be
finished by month's end

Gun controls
RENO, Nev (AP) - New gun
controls would not prevent shootings
similar to the one that seriously
wounded Alabama Gov George
Wallace, the executive vice president
of the National Hifle Association
s.iys

Social service
WASHINGTON

1AP1 - President

Nixon yesterday sent Congress
legislation designed to cut through the

"bureaucratic jungle" of red tape
surrounding $10 billion worth of
federal social service programs
I'e said the proposed Allied
Services Act "could eventually make
it possible to assess the total human
service needs of an entire family at a
single location with a single
application

Soviet summit
TI'URMONT, Md IAPI - President
Nixon was joined yesterday at his
Camp David retreat by his advisor.
Henrv A Kissinger, to discuss
preparations for the forthcoming
Soviet U summit meeting

U.N. cut
WASHINGTON
(API
Disregarding a last-minute plea by
Secretary of State William P. Rogers,
the House approved yesterday at $13 2
million cut in the United States dues
payment to the United Nations
The bill, approved by voice vote,
now goes to the Senate

opinion is the one virtually
adopted by the Nixon
administration
THE
TREASURY
Department "effectively
can control loans to the
Chilean
government.'"
according to Dr Petras.
"Congress is in a position
to veto loans." he added
Despite claims that the
United States would take a
wait-and-see attitude with
the Allende government, it
did not take long for a
statement to be made that it
would not make loans to
Chile, he said
"The overall picture is one
of a conflict framework," he
added

Chilean politics briefed
By Cindy Negrey
Chile wants a friendly,
open and constructive
relationship with the United
States, according to Dr
Fernando Alegria. cultural
counselor for the Chilean
embassy to the United
States
Dr Alegria discussed
The Chilean Political
Process mil the Andean
Pact" Wednesday as part of
the two day seminar. "The
United States and the
Andean Countries
"WHAT IS transpiring in
Chile may be an index lo
where our i Chilean i people
may go economically and
socially." Dr Alegria said
"Chile, for a long time,
and particularly for the last

OU media college successful'
Although this University is
just beginning to study the
possibility of establishing a
School of Communication.
Ohio University has had a
College of Communication
since 1967
According to Tom Dunlap.
assistant dean of the college,
the first five years of the
program have been "very
very successful "
THE COLLEGE includes
four schools-journalism,
interpersonal communi-

cations, hearing and speech
science, and radio and TV
Between 700 and 800
students were enrolled in the
college when it was
established Now enrollment
is up to about 1.400. second
only to the Colleges of
Education and Arts and
Sciences.
Dunlap
partially
attributed the enrollment
leap to the tight job market,
particularly in education,
which he said has forced
manv students to enter other

Former Cuban soldier
to discuss experiences
An American citizen who fought with Fidel Castro in the
Cuban Revolution of 1958 will speak Monday at 7 30 pro in
the Grand Ballroom. Union
Dr. NeillMacaulay.an associate professor of history at the
University of Florida, will discuss his experiences in Cuba.
Following a two-year lour of duty with the US Army. Dr
Macaulay joined the Cuban Rebel Army, serving as a first
lieutenant and staff officer and finally as commander of a
heavy weapons platoon
He returned to the United States in 1960 and since then has
written two books. "Sandino Affair." a discussion of U.S.
intervention in Nicaragua in the 1920s and "A Rebel in
Cuba"
His lecture is free and open to the public The program is
sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta history honorary. Cultural
Boost and the Political Science Student Union

fields

He said students in the
College of Communication
have been particularly
successful in finding jobs
when they graduate
Another reason for the
increased enrollment may
be the national reputation of
the School of Journalism,
which has the largest
number of Students among
the four schools in the
college Dunlap said.
THE HISTORY of the
college is filled with
departments that split into
two or three separate
departments and moved
around from college to
college
Al one time the university
had a dramatic arts and
speech department, which
eventually split into two
separate schools in the
College of Fine Arts
"But speech didn't seem
to fit into fine arts." Dunlap
said
Speech then split into two
more schools-hearing and
speech science and
interpersonal
communications
As at this University,
journalism was under the
College of Business

At Pisanello's,
we stress our
pizza.not our soft
drinks.
After all, we're BG's
j professional pizza
makers!
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
IN B.G.
352-5166.352-5169

~L isanello s

Administration But Dunlap
said that didn't seem logical
"except in the case of
advertising, which is
business oriented "
Meanwhile, radio and TV
were under fine arts.
"AT THE TIME 11967).
it looked like a good idea to
combine them all in one
college. It seemed logical to
put them under the one title
of communication." Dunlap
said
The four schools now in

Alegria

Dr. Farnando Alegria, left, cultural counselor for th* Chiloan
Embassy in the United States, visits with I. Edward Shuck Jr.,
University director ol international programs, in th* Forum of
tho Slud.nl Service! Bldg. Dr. Alegria spoke h*r* Wadnasday
during a Iwo-day seminar

the college are autonomous
in the sense that the college
requires no across-the-board
graduation requirements for
its students, he said
The schools set up their
own curriculum and their
own criteria for measuring a
student's ability
Dunlap said the college
has encountered no major
problems, although it is only
now reaching the same
financial level as the other
colleges on the OU campus

50 years, has lived the life ol
the typical underdeveloped
nation There is extreme
social inequality among its
people." he said
Dr
Alegria. .who
graduated from BGSU
University in 1941. also said
people must not forget when
speaking of Latin America
that it includes nations that
rely on foreign loans
"We are speaking of
nations that must forever
renounce their paralyzing
policies ol dependency
"We believe in the Andean
Had because wc believe in
the future of a united Latin
America," he said.
THE ANDEAN Pact is a
joint investment system
between Bolivia. Colombia.
Chile. F.quador. and Peru
established in May. 1969
"No one is saying that
foreign capital is not
welcome in our countries."
Dr Alegria said
What should interest
American most is how North
American interests can
meet the challenge of the
Andean Pact, he said
"No major shift of present
investment is likely to
occur." he added. "So a
wait-and-see attitude is
there "
Latin Americans do not
want to be referred to as
short-sighted fishers who
missed an historic
opportunity" to become a

Amendment repackaging ok'd
COLUMBUS iAPI - The
Ohio
Constitutional
Revisions Commission
yesterday voted to
recommend to the Ohio
General Assembly that the
controversial package of 14
amendments rejected by
Ohio courts be placed on the
November ballot
By a vote of 13-6. one more
than was needed, the
commission approved a
repackaging of the
amendments to fit the
delegates of the Ohio courts
The panel also approved
resubmission to the

legislature within 10 days.
The commission was
widely at odds over the
wisdom of a November
submission
There were
indications that Republican
legislative leaders would not
follow the commission's
recommendation
Rep. Charles E. Fry iR-9
Springfield i. speaker pro
tern of the House, spoke
against the amendment. So
did Sen. William W. Taft (R26 Cleveland I

Republican dominated legislature had not been kept
advised of bills to be pushed
through before a June 1
adjournment period.

free, independent economic
state. Dr. Alegria expalined
"THE UNITED STATES
will have to recognize the
fact that Latin America is
going
through
an
irreversible process of
political and economic
change," he added
According to Dr. Alegria,
Americans tend to think the
Chilean government is
socialist or communist in
structure Therefore they
think it is "bad "
The Chilean government

is not a socialist government
and is not a communist
government. It is a leftist
government." he explained
"How many people in
America realize that''"
Dr. Alegria said the
concept of a free press is
non-existent in Chile. Ke
warned Americans to
beware of subjective news
coming from Chile and
encouraged them to "get
more information, keep
their minds open, and be
objective "

Study ordered
on civil liberties
An ad hoc committee on civil liberties will hold an open
meeting Monday to solicit information from students,
faculty and staff about possible cases in which their civil
liberties were infringed upon
The committee was appointed as the result of a report
submitted to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee
(SBC) stating that "some University officials are using the
Student Code as a fulcrum for unjustified action against
students and faculty at BGSU."
Last January three faculty members met with SEC to
present what they perceived to be a problem involving not
only Campus Safety personnel, but also the "bureaucracy
and administration."
SEC THEN appointed the ad hoc committee to receive
information and study alleged infringements of civil
liberties, according to David Newman, chairman of the
committee and one of the three faculty members to meet
with SEC.
Other members of the committee are Robert Perry.
instructor in ethnic studies; Dr. Marvin Kumler, associate
professor of psychology; Dr. Peggy Hurst, associate
professor of chemistry; Gwen Coleman, graduate student in
English; Henry Summerson. junior (AiiS); and Dennis
Kelly, junior I Ed. I.
The meeting will be held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in 16IA
Overman Hall

SIGMA CHI DERBY DAY

Sen. Oliver Ocasek iD-27
Akron) complained that
Democrats
in
the

for

TONIGHT and SATURDAY
at

LUM'S
GENESSEE IS ON TAP
GLASS or PITCHER

NO COVER CHARGE

SAT., MAY 20th
STERLING FARMS-1:00 P.M.
ALL CAMPUS INVITED
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Ship threatened

Humphrey ahead in polls

King backs AAcGovern
By The Associated Preii
Sens l!ubert I! Humphrey and George
.JJcGovern opened their California primary
idfmpaigns yesterday, with McGovern getting
an endorsement from the widow of Dr.
■ M;n I m Luther King
":-1'umphrey challenged McGovern to a
series of televised debates
Both candidates had suspended
campaigning after the shooting of Alabama
Gov George Wallace
They flew into Los Angeles in the morning
to launch their bid for California's 271
Democratic convention votes in the state's
June 6 winner-lake-all primary
MCGOVERN stayed only long enough to
receive the endorsement of Coretla King,
widow of the slain civil rights leader, before
leaving for Oregon to campaign for that
lUU s primary on Tuesday l!e will return to
(alilorma tomorrow.
Humphrey opened his California
headquarters to begin a 19-day drive in what
hi' i alls the Super Bowl" of primaries.
Humphrey told supporters he was
challenging McGovern to a debate even
though opinion polls showed him leading. The
latest independent California Poll, conducted
front April 26 to May 1. showed 36 per rent of
the Democrats polled favor Humphrey. 31 per
•■cent McGovern. 12 per cent Sen tCdmund
Muskie and the rest are split

UAO

with six bombs

'The new politics is the politics that is
open, filled with discussions, debates and
dialogue." he said.
McGovern's staff aides in California said
the debate challenge had not yet reached
their office.

By Col la Frost
Associated Preti Writer

KING'S endorsement of McGovern came
after Humphrey had won heavy majorities of
black voters in earlier Democratic
primaries McGovern also has the support of
such black leaders as Julian Bond and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson.
About 25 per cent of California's five
million Democratic voters are blacks and
Mexican-Americans.
In Silver Spring. Md.. doctors were
pessimistic about the chances that Wallace
could campaign before the July 10
Democratic National Convention. Wallace,
who was shot five times while campaigning
Monday in Maryland, had planned a write-in
campaign in California.
WALLACE swept first place in Maryland
and Michigan primaries Tuesday, but
McGovern still managed to pick up 44
delegates for the Democratic National
Convention
McGovern now has 405 votes. Wallace, who
picked up 113 delegates Tuesday, moved into
second with a 323 total. Humphrey has 271'z
and Sen. Edmund S. Muskie 129.

Side Door

UAO
FROM 0 U a THE
ALL OHIO FOLK FESTIVAL

Greg Artzner
&

Book sale

Graduate students Maria Apidone and Jim Lane help sell
books for Phi Alpha Thota, history honorary. Proceeds from the
sale will bo used to bring more speakars to campus next yoor.

Wallace recovery slow
By Harry F. Roseithal
Associated Press Writer
SILVER SPRING, Md
(AP) - Physical therapists
were moving George C.
Wallace's crippled legs
every hour yesterday to
retain muscle vigor in case
some function is eventually
restored-a faint hope.
His doctors are not
optimistic that the Alabama

governor will be able to keep
his pledge to use a
wheechair if necessary to
continue publicly the preconvention campaign that
was
interrupted
by
attempted
assassination
Monday
Surgery to remove the
bullet
remaining
in
Wallace's body will be
performed in a week or 10
days-but even with rapid

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:30- 11:00

Barb Withee

25c

FALCON PIZZA AND
SUB SHOPPE

LONDON (API - A caller
threatened to blow up the
British
liner Queen
Elizabeth 2 in mid-Atlantic
last night unless he is paid
(350,000 in ransom. He said
two accomplices on board
would activate six bombs
unless his demand is met by
Cunard. the ship's owners.
British
bomb disposal
experts made a daring
parachute drop alongside the
ship and were taken aboard.
The liner left New York
Monday
with
1.550
passengers,
including
conductor
Leopold
Stokowski, 90 The vessel

CONGRATULATIONS TO
Athena Sofios
Marilyn Brown
Linda Balbes

recovery. Wallace won't be
able to get around much for
two or three months, his
doctor said
'It's unlikely that he will
gel anything like normal use
of his legs."
Dr. James
Galbraith. a University of
Alabama
neuro-surgeon
who has been attending
Wallace, said.
BUT THE
surgeon
conceded all this could
change depending on how
well the spinal cord area
heals and Wallace might get
restored function varying
from "a small to a
significant amount
Galbraith
said
full

LIM'TED
RESEARCH TIME?
RUSHED? HASSLED?
CRAMMING?

recovery--to
whatever
extent-will take three
months, making it unlikely
he will be able to campaign
in person before the
Democratic
National
Convention in Miami Beach,
Fla.JulylO

also' carried
crewmen

about

800

Cunard said it would pay
the ransom, although
a
spokesman expressed belief
that the call,
made
Wednesday, was probably a
hoax.''
A
HUGE
air-sea
operation was launched
after the anonymous caller
told the New York office of
Cunard that six bombs had
been planted around the
ship's 13 decks.
Cunard said the caller
claimed he had two
accomplices aboard-one an
ex-convict and the other a
terminal cancer patient-and
that both were ready to die
Cunard said it was willing
to pay and was awaiting a
second call with instructions
on how to hand over the
money.
The 65,000-ton QE2, last of
Britain's ocean greyhounds,
was homebound on her first
round trip of the summer
season
Cunard had long been
plagued by hoax calls-"so
many we've lost count." said
police at Southampton, her
home port

Arthur Herman Bremer,
the 21-year-old Milwaukean
charged with shooting the
governor, was still held
under $200,000 bond in the
Baltimore County Jail near
Townson, Md.
Officials said the contents
of Bremer's car included
two
books
on
the
assassination of Sen Robert
F. Kennedy in 1968. and
some literature from the
presidential campaigns of
Wallaceand Sen Georges
McGovern.

Graduation
Announcements
for
the
June
10
commencement
are
now on sale at the
University Bookstore,
according to Paul D.
Shepherd, manager
Candidates
for
commencement should
also place their orders
for caps and gowns as
soon as possible
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SAVE!!
Friday Special
8" Hot Sub only $1.05
12" Hot Sub only $1.50
OFFER GOOD AT THE FALCON AND FOR PICK UP

1
1
1
1
1
SAVE'
15C
SAVE"
25c
1
1

FREE REFILLS ON ALL SOFT
352-9933

DRINKS
AT THE FALCON

352-1215

New Members of
Mortar Board
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

the load
tar ml & mat ton call 01 wr/tl

TERMS PAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF CLEVELAND
1900 Euclid Ave. Suits 208
Cleveland. Ohio 441 IS
(216)781-9110

TGIF "GRAB BAG" SALE
SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY

Sickle cell talk Tues.
Theresa Gabriel, advisor to the Toledo chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) for youth and young adults, will speak on sickle
cell anemia Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the White Dogwood Suite.
Union.
Gabriel's program will include slides and an informal
discussion with the audience Refreshments will be served
The program is sponsored by the Alpha Angels service
sonwity. affiliated with Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
Gabriel will also appear on "Paradox of Neglect' Tuesday
at 8 p.m. on WSPD-TV. Channel 13, Toledo

Tuesday May 23rd

T-Shirts up to
Mini Puzzles
Stationery
Zodiac Plaques

50% off
50% off
40% off
30% off

And many more fantastic buys!!

I special concert featuring

the hard rock comedy of

CHEECH & CHOHG

TINT^LICE

All of this across from Harshman at the

BEE GEE BOOK STORE
"POPS" CONCERT
OF
LERNER AND LOEWE MUSIC
University Symphony Orchestra
ACapella Choir And Vocal Soloists

JOHN BASSETTE
$2.00 admission — 18 and otter
■tort open 7:30. concert starts 8:30 p.m.

CoME EARLY!
531 -4624

346 Dorr 8t

fhp AgOfS

Shell out
less.
"Mv insurance cenwanv?
New Enrfand Ufcctcame.

Why!"

R0MPIN' CL0MPIN' CLOGS!
Now that warm weather's htit you'll want to clip-clop along in the
clunkiest new footwear going CLOGS'
They ie gitat with long diessas. |ians and hot pants, all yout favorite

My Fair Lady'

clothes And they're good lor youi faat. too! Hire, thraa from our clunky
collection
A Borl Carlton cork sola, dark brown or white leather, brown suade.
navy suede $20.
B Nina: blown or tan suede whita knnkle $22.
Carnal & Brown Leathar, Green. Blue suada. red white blue
C

Sunday, May 21
2:30 p.m.

Grand Ballroom
University Union

Miss America Dutch boy' look in whita. blue or brown suede Sib

BENEFIT FOR ORCHESTRA TOUR FUND

LASAULETS

DONATION AT DOOR $1 ADULT

50c CHILDREN

A (MMffM pflryrrtfX't P"n »•« yOu buy lha Ma inturanca policy
you'll want tomorrow M p-icaa you can afford today
tonOrri:

r

Jerty C. Bartnik

■

437 Notional Bank Building
ToWdo. Ohio«3604

I

Hiana Na.: 3444701

|
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Peregrine Pond-funning and sunning

/More fall schedule changes
NEW SECTIONS
Set-lira
0925
0926
0927
0928

Dept.
Art
Art
Art

DetcrtptkM
Jewelry Design
Adv Jewelry Design
Jewelry Design
Intro to Folklore

LAEM

Cm. No.
322
421
521
421

Cr.Hrs.
' 3
3
3
4

Section 3476
Section 3498
Section 3571
Section 3577
Section 3585
Section 3586
Section 3587
Section 3588

PER Beginning Golf
PER Slimnastics
PER 342
PER 352
PER Ballroom Dancing
PER Ballroom Dancing
PER Ballroom Dancing
PER Ballroom Dancing

Time
8-11TR
8-11 TR
8-11 TR
3-5 T. 1-3 R

CHANGES
Section 2110
Kpe26l
time is 1MTWR
Sections 2230. 2231. and 2232
listed as I'I'K 100 Skating, are Physical Education and
Recreation courses PER 100 for women and men
Section 3047
Section 3425
Section 3468
Section 3475
sum

mull

iiilliiimiiiim

Musp 215
Semin AmerStud
PER Beginning Golf
PER Beginning Golf
IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

canceled
is 5 hrs credit
time is 12 T. 12-2 R
time is 12-2 M. 12 W

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII

inn

i

iiiiiiiimiini

imiiiiniiiiii

m

mini

lime is 12-2 M, 12 W
Instructor is Staff
canceled
time is2 MTR, arrange
women only section
women only section
men only section
men only section

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimimimi

mil
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!

ci 1 *. RRY HILL
IT*

VILLAGE

IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;
One and One Half Baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal

• Central Heating and Airconditioning
• Gas Range & Oven
• Patio Gas Grills

FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE

• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special for Summer Students
Full Summer Occupancy only $125/ month

Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

Pasjo 6 /T he WO Newt, FrMoy, May 19. 1973

Draft call

24 frames a second
'

melange
of
sexual
perversion so unprecedentedly
graphic that the film has
been tucked away at the end
of one of the programs.
"DC. Ill" and
Winter
Soldier" are grim records of
veterans' testimony about
atrocities committed in Viet-

Aan Arbor Film Festival
By Ed Dukli

Imagine yourself as a
moustached teenager of Ihe
1970s transported by some
miracle to an ice cream
parlor of the early fifties,
populated by wide-eyed girls
in saddle oxfords, boys in
spotless
white
varsity
cardigans and a trio of
slinky, menacing hoods
In a wordless ballet, you
fall on your face trying to
make time with the prettiest
girl, come close to getting
your face mashed in by one
of the hoods, yet finally win

nam
And then there's "Whale."
How do you move a dead
whale off the beach? You
dynamite him

OR,

the'teen-queen by saving her
in-ill a nasty fall, after
wh Hi your ice cream sundae
of pleasure runneth over
It's
all
in
"Heavenly
Star.'' one of the most
charming short films to be
shown in this weekend's Ann
AHJor Film Festival

NOT

EVERYTHING'S

charming
"Gemini
Fire
Extension" is a five-minute
"wipe" of an unsavorylooking character pouring
lighter fluid down his throat
and setting fire to it
"Co-co Puffs" is a shattering study in male domination, as a demented drummed bullies a girl into learning a complicated drum
beat
''Confessions''

is

a

"HUNTING

for

Grandma." What do you do
if Grandma dies while the
whole family is on a camping
trip' You can't bring her
back INSIDE the car. can
you''
After this, most directions
are up. "Sergeant Swell," a
zany western, has knocked
audiences out all over the
country
"Call Me Steve" is an
exquisitely
straight-faced
take-off on a half-dozen old
movie plots
"Tub Film" is a neat little
cartoon in which the leading
lady goes down the drain.
"Best of Your Life" is a
beautifully satiric vignette
of a "retirement city," and
"Honeymoon Hotel" does
similar
justice
to
the
gangbang-sized beds, heartshaped bathtubs and greasy

in a Nevada ghosttown
And finally, the "experimentals," if you will just sit
back and let them wash over
you, are particularly evoca-

;
;
;

tive
and
beautiful:
"Serpent," "St. Floumoy,"
"Deathstyles" and some of
the strange new animations
and design films made by
computers
and
videographics.
There are seven completely different programsat 7 and 9:30 p.m. and midnight on Friday and Saturday, and 7 p.m. Sunday, with
a showing of "highlights" of
the festival at 9:30 Sunday
night
The bite is 75 cents a show
or $4 for the series. The
place is 210 Math-Science
Bldg. and those unearthly
sights and sounds are coming from the screen. A few of
the shrieks might be from
you.

WASHINGTON
(API
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynin flew secretly to
President
Nixon's Camp
David. Md , retreat for an
overnight
visit
and
conference yesterday with
Ihe chief executive on his
approaching
Moscow
summit talks
White
House
press
secretary Ronald I. Ziegler
said that
Dobrynin
and
presidential advisor Henry
A.
Kissinger
flew
by
helicopter to the mountaintop
compound
about
midnight Wednesday Nixon
and IXibrynin met for about
an hour. Ziegler said.
He refused
to
give
specifics
on
what
was
discussed, saying only that
the purpose "was to talk
about the meetings in Ihe

entrepreneurs of a motel for
newlyweds.
DOCUMENTARIES
are

How many guyi have you hoard of who've walked out
of the classroom and into a career? Not many. Right?
Well, here's the opportunity to learn a business while
you're in school, make money while you're learning.
and turn it into a career when you graduate. Life
inturance it what were talking about. And specifically.
New England Life. We have a Premium Financing
Plan that's easy to tell because it enoblet your
classmates to buy life inturance now and pay later.
And were the kind of company whote agentt
command a lot of respect in their communities
and money in their pockets. Think it over. Then
call Bill Coulacot at 744-6704. An equal opportunity
employer.

Soviet
Union"
before
Dobrynin flew to Moscow
yesterday
Nixon will return to the
White House Friday and
meet with Vice President
Spiro T
Agnew. who is
returning from a trip to
Thailand. Japan and South
Vietnam, Ziegler said
Nixon scheduled a Friday
afternoon
meeting
with
bipartisan
congressional
leaders to discuss his trip
With Nixon's departure
less than two days away,
indication mounted that the
talks
could
produce
breakthrough agreements on
trade and economic issues.
Secretary of Commerce
Peter G. Peterson concluded
with a Soviet delegation
yesterday a week of trade
talks
which
he
said

ALPHA GAMS Tomorrow's the Nite Will you be "Dynamite"?

The Selective Service
System has announced it will
issue induction orders in
June for all eligible men
with lottery numbers one to
35
The new orders given out
by Acting Director Byron
Pepitone. primarily affect*
men who are members of
the
1972
First
Priority
Selection Group, which is
composed of registrants in
classes 1-A and 1-A-O

Fifties

"Heavenly Star," a wordless ballet portraying life in the

flashback

fifties, is being shown as part of the Ann Arbor Film Festival
this weekend in 210 Math-Science Bldg.

"contributed significantly to
the
possibility
of
normalizing and expanding
the economic relationship
between the two countries "
Following
up
on
his
historic journey to China
earlier this year. Nixon
leaves Andrews Air Force
Base in nearby Maryland at

CHAPMAN - KOHL
HALL

Big N Cafeteria

BEER BLAST

All You Can Eat.

MAY 19
TONIGHT

PERCH
DINNERS

8-12

about
9 15
am
EDT
Saturday
for Salzburg,
Austria, where he will rest
and attend a luncheon with
Austrian Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky.
On Monday, he flies on to
Moscow for a week-long
Soviet visit that stresses
talks with Communist party

rh James K Peipert
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW IAP)
"I've
heard that Ihe president ol
the United States of America
will soon be visiting our
country," s;iys;i letter from
a
Stavropol
milkmaid
"Well,
our people
are
hospitable I'm
for
an
improvement
of Soviet
American relation!

were being told that citizens,
from Communist party chief
Leonid I Brezhnev to the
milkmaid
from
southern
Russia, think the visit of
President Nixon next week a
good thing
In the Soviet Union the
press is often called upon to
prepare the public for a
major policy decision and to
create an air of unanimous
support
for government
moves

III* general,
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FILM FESTIVAL
Tickets 75c per showing
$4.00 package deal at the
UNION TICKET OFFICE
Thurs. & Fri. 10-4
remaining tickets at door

The
agenda
for
his
Moscow talks has not been
announced but is certain to
include Vietnam, the Middle
East and Europe-all sources
of East-West conflict or
tension
Some
type of
announcement on limiting
the missile race is expected
during the trip.
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between the United States
and the Soviet Union is
desirable and possible."
Another
newspaper.
Sovietskaya Rosiya-Soviet
Russia-carried a series of
letters from citizens who
'ardently
support
the
foreign policy of the Soviet
Union, stressing its great
international significance."
One
was
from
the
milkmaid on a state farm in
Stavropol
A mechanic on a collective
farm
wrote
that
the
"meeting at the negotiating
table for the solution of
international problems is a
needed, a necessary cause."
Such statements, which
sound a bit artificial by
Western standards can be
considered more the views
of the top leadership than the
general public, which is
usually kept in the dark on
major policy moves until the
press gets its orders to
launch a campaign
Pravda said that many
Americans also favor an
improvement
of SovietAmerican relations and that
"the
sober
voices
of
American scientists" should
be heeded
"Many
prominent
American
scientists
are
confident that reaching an
agreement at the Soviet-US.
strategic arms limitation
talks would be of great
importance."
Pravda
commentator G. Trofenko
wrote.
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"BEST OF THE
FEST 9:30 SUN.

depicted
the
summit
meeting as part of the Soviet
Union's
policy
of
substituting
talks
for
confrontation.
A major
article by Vasily Kharkov of
Tass portrayed it as fully in
line with the Soviet Union's
program of peace."'
"The Soviet government
attaches great significance
in carrying out the program
of peace to bilateral talks."'
Kharkov wrote. "The Soviet
Union has always appealed
and is appealing for the
replacement
of
confrontation
with
fruitful
talks''
The Communist
party
daily Pravda carried an item
on the front page quoting an
American
businessman
interviewed by Tass in New
York as saying that "a
significant widening of trade
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER-
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on your THIRD

7:00.9:30
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Nixon will make brief
stops in Tehran, in Iran, and
Warsaw.
Poland
before
returning
to the United
Slates the night of June 1.
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75c presale

chairman
Leonid
I
Brezhnev. Premier Alexei
N. Kosygin and other Soviet
leaders

Soviets await Nixon visit

^

Every Friday

ANN ARBOR

This completes Selective
Service calls for April, May
and June, in which 15.000
men were drafted.

Whirlwind of meetings May 2-8

So it was in the Soviet
press yesterday Headers

(Or just a little
fire cracker?)
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Secret talks held at Camp David

The only undergraduate course
that turns into
a post graduate career.

,
'
;

particularly strong this year
One of the best is "Goodbve
Billy,"
a
stunning
recreation
of
home-front
psychology just before and
during World War I, masterfully constructed out of old
newsreels and stills.
"Frogs" steers a comical
path through the slightly
mad world of frog-culture
and ends in a hilarious jumping tournament.
"You Don't Die Here"
("You just dry up like a
grasshopper")
poignantly
portrays several old people
still clinging to their homes

Jjfi*^! to take up

i

officers to talk
on Channel 13
Jeff

Sherman,

student

body president, will appear
on a half-hour broadcast of
Channel
13.
WSPD-TV.
Toledo, tomorrow night at
10:30.
Sherman
and
David
Gerber. vice president of the
student body government at
Toledo University, will talk
about the changing attitudes
of students and campus life.

JOURNALISM STUDENT!
INTERESTED IN
JOURNALISM 107
(PHOTO JOURNALISM)
FALL QUARTER
THE FOUR SECTIONS
OF JOURNALISM
TAUGHT by JAMES
GORDON MEET FROM
8 to 11 a.m. EITHER
MON. TUES, WED..
OR THURS IN
THE FAIL

Th. K> N.w. Friday. May If, 1971/fot. 7

Traditional role disputed

Women cha//enge /mage
woman for the group, said
the members share an
interest in classes, speakers,
and readings which are
devoted to the feminist
movement
"We are re-orienting our
lives as we want to define
them." one member said
They are seeking a female
interpretation of themselves
rather than a male
interpretation, she said
A discussion of the
security of the traditionally
female roles led to the
rather threatening position

By Judy Cooper
Aggression and anger
were not the attitudes
expressed by a group of
women who met Wednesday
night in McDonald (Cast
cafeteria lo discuss the
women's
liberation
movement
Although one woman
explained that the media
often present a false image
of "women's libbers
,is
bra-burning protestors, the
20 women who met
Wednesday shared a sort of
peaceful sympathy with the
traditional roles of women

Who wants us?

THE
MEETING.
organized by a dormitory
committee at McDonald
Quadrangle, was led by a
"consciousness
raising
group "
The group is comprised ol
several friends in Bowling
Green who have a common
interest in the women's
movement.
M.J. Ilartwell. a spokes-

In ca>« you didn't look intida the cardboard box titling outsido tho Union the
other day, this it what you missed The kittens appeared to have been
abandoned.

Grant awarded
for vocational
education films

Viet war-one heck of a game'
By Mort RoteiMam
A ssocle ted Press Writer
ABOARD
USS
PROVIDENCE. (API
Youths in whiskers and head
bands leaned against their
giant naval guns after
blasting the Vietnam coast
and leveled their fire at the
war itself
it's a game, one big heck
of a game.'' said Arthur
Guerrero, 22. of San Jose.
Calif "Nobody really likes
to kill I can't even say I'm
fighting for my own country
I just want logo home."
Glen Stillman. 20.
Bountiful. Utah, eyed a 6inch explosive round
"WAR IS the lowest you
can go." he said. "I've
forced myself not to think
about this too much It was
pure stupidity that the war
worked up to this point I'm
opposed lo it "
The majority of the gun
crew in the darkened turret
of this 14.000-ton cruiser said
they agreed. But not
everyone

' I dig using this thing,
because you're blowing the
hell out 'em." said Tim
I'ubbard. 19. Springfield.
Mo
i might be killing
someone, and I dig it You
have to stop it there
before they come on board."
but said he felt very few of
his shipmates agreed with
him
"I guess it's the difference
of how you're brought up.
what you're used lo." he
said "There's a lot of oldfashioned people where I
come from "
He grinned at retorts from
his friends, and then
everyone went back to their
game of draw poker Mike
Mann, 18. Denver, was stoic
about it all:
"PERSONALLY, I'm not
crazy about being over here
I've got a wife and a little
girl, but you can't buck the
system I joined of my own
free will, so 1 just do what
they say But I don't think
anyone really likes the
war "
A 20-vear-old seaman from

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Jersey City. N.J . Dennis
Moore, said. "We should
clean up our own country
first ."
Guerrero, who said he
wanted to go home to study
law enforcement, said
working six-hour shifts in
the cramped, acrid gun
turret was frightening
"Everytime we fire these
guns 1 get shaky." he said
"They might jam and blowup, .and we're at where

they're shooting back "
OTHER MEN on the
cruiser about 10 miles off
Vietnam expressed a similar
range of opinion
"I'm far enough away
where the guilt ol killing
people doesn't interrupt my
sleep too much, but close
enough to be involved." said
Steve Schlemmer, 21,
Placenlia. Calif
Despite the frustration,
the excitement of battle and

near misses splashing in
sight seem lo draw everyone
together
Officers say that although
many young seamen clearly
oppose I' S involvement in
Vietnam, they do their jobs
What I wanl to know."
said one hardened veteran
mi the guns, is il these guys
.ire so antiwar, why do they
cheer everytime the captain
announces
hit
something''"

The Northwest Ohio
Educational Television
Foundation has awarded the
University a S19.000 grant to
produce four 10-minute color
films on vocational education.
Designated as "inservice" films, the final
productions will be shown to
introduce teachers to career
education and aid them in
incorporating it in school
curricula, according to Margaret Tucker, director of the
in-school television at the
University and coordinator
of the project.
One will be a general introduction to career education
while the remaining films
will consider teaching
methods on three levels,
kindergarten through sixth
grade: seventh and eighth
grades, and ninth and tenth
grades.

that women who are on their
own must face It is a
question of being a half
human being or a full human
being, according lo one
woman
THE TRADITIONAL roles
of housewife, mother, nurse,
teacher and secretary
provide women with a sense
of social acceptance, she
said
One woman referred to a
change in the nuclear
marriage in which the
relationship doesn't adjust
to the people, the people
adjust to the relationship
Although alternatives to
marriage were suggested, it
was generally agreed that it
is difficult for a couple to
live together without being
married Three women cited
family pressures as the
reason that they married
rather than create "hassles
by just living together
One woman said when
making decisions about
marriage, it is necessary to

"decide whether to live with "
your mother's mind or your
own."
The ideas belonging to
their mothers' generation
are usually different from
those of women in thetr
early 20's. several women
said
SOME WOMEN said their
mothers are not able to
relate to the women's
movement or their
daughters' involvement lo
such an organization.
One woman said she
sympathizes with her
mother because her
housewife-mother role has
prevented her from relating
to the outside world
Group members also said
while many women believe
in the principles of the
women's movement, some
are afraid to admit it They
may agree that a change In
roles is needed, but the
social climate has not
allowed them to develop
their expressions as women.

Broadcaster to serve
as Ohio ETV president
Dr Duane Tucker, director of broadcasting at the
University, has been elected president of the Ohio
Educational Television I ETV I Network Affiliates, Inc.
As affiliates president. Dr Tucker will work with the
executive committee of the Ohio KTV Network Commission
on recommendations to the state administration for
educational TV funding in the next biennial budget
Dr. Tucker will also work with the commission in the
development of long-range plans for state funding of
educational TV activities and for the further development of
the interconnected state network The commission hopes to
have the network actually completed m the fall of 1973.
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Bill described as fraud'

I

House's

Auoctlled Pre«i Writer

compromise

together

by

Senate

Kouse

conferees

tough

provide funds to help school
desegregate,

amendments

for

which

compromise

has played a major role in

National

the passage of all civil rights

Education,

legislation in recent years.

of

the

put

But the new version still

and

goes much too far for civil
rights

was

busing,'' said a spokesman

antibusing
watered down.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
busing

three

supporters,

and

the

conference,

which

Indian

establish

a

Institute

of

a new program
education

and

a

new occupational education
THE

ONE-TWO

punch

program.

from both ends of the busing

It was given a boost in the

yesterday by a leader of the

Conference on Civil Rights

spectrum leaves passage of

Senate when the Republican

antibusing

announced

the education bill in doubt

whip, Sen

Its supporters are hoping the

of Michigan, said he would

118 5 billion bill because of

many

support it as "a step in the

it

bestow

as

a

forces

powerful

the

Leadership

described

fraud
in

the

intention

Kriday to try to kill the full

House
'It

it's

gives

the

busers

everything they want." said
Rep. John M

"It

Ashbrook (R-

could

stop

desegregation,

Ohio I, author of one of the

not

all
just

benefits
will

it

would

outweigh

the

right

busing issue
The

would

new

student

Robert P Griffin

direction"

Griffin

sponsored a much stronger

bill

major

PHIS,
FLAME ON
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SPRING FUNG!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

launch

programs

aid

and

antibusing

of

was

direct

provision

defeated

that

by only

one

vote when the Senate acted

federal support of colleges.

on the bill originally.
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Composers to perform

19
40
41

Members of the New Music Knsemble and School of Music
faculty will

present a composers' forum Wednesday. May 24

at 8:15 p.m. in the recital hall of the School of Music Bldg
Donald M. Wilson, assistant

42
43

ACROSS
Piece ol muaie.
Barn op.
Slopinf paiaaie.
ClrT'i name.
dri»e.
Indian.
PnUnnam
Eager.
Sinlul
Hialorir time.
Featnre of many
moriea.
Facial
eipreailon.
Presidential
nickname.
Femme
Hundredweight.
Unearorted.
Pro-Nail «roup«.
Decline.
Word with up
or down.
One of the .even
deadlr »in«.
Activity
Pronoun.
Aniallr defen.e
pact: Abbr.
Saw of a ■awfi»h.
Name^akei of
the -Bohemian
Girl."

45
46
47
48
S3
S6
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
23

Tra»eaiy.
Inaect.
Car.
Food of a aort.
K,«. Lai.
One kind of
wire.
Irritate.
Le»» fit.
Vrnr cold.
Carved arch.
Put into vi>oroai
action.
Edible root.
TV .penally
Certain Europeann.
DOWN
Companion.
Bouqaet.
Radar platform
al aea: 2 word*.
Judee of Nrael.
Tangible.
Chatter.
I-ofty.
Presently.
Kin-killer
Insurrection.
Seed covering.
Venua de
Nobleman.
Before.
Conlalnera.

IS American
ednealor.
27 Sabatancea In
the diet.
28 laland (reetin,.
2° Siopi.
30 De.troy.
31 Sricntin.
22 Landowner in
Scotland.
14 Hillaide near a
lorh.
36 Neutral color.
38 — Papera.
39 Relative of vacrlnen.
41 Cham.
42 Ceta read, to
ride.
44 City on the Rio
Grande.
4S — diem.
47 Shoe platform*.
48 Narrow col.
M Mineral reiiatant
to heat.
511 Concluded.
51 Herb
52 Sounded a
trumpet.
54 Part of aprerh
55 College courae..
59 Part of a
halberd.
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posers questions about
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The concert is free and open to the public
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ASTRO
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The ( ampus Wrtdnt Club will hold Us last Duplicate Malch
ol (he year in the (UlioSuite _| the 1'nnin promptly at I XI
The SaihnK Club will meet in 203 l\.vc I'all al 7 30 pm
i-.tminaTheta I'psilon will have a picnii- from 1 6pminlhe
Shelier HOUM ol ihe It G Cily I'ark iieoRraphy farully
ntmbtn andlriendsmvited Brinii a ball jjlo\e
The Society for Creative Anachronisms will meet from M
in Ml Mnselev meet outside in jtood weather

LOST A FOUND

Ride needed to NYC Mav
25 26 Will share % Call
Sandv 372 42M
2 girls need ride to Knox
ville
Tenn
Memorial
VUend Call 2 498V
WANTED
V.anted
over 23
372 3458

10 speed buvcle
frame Call Ste\e

HELP WANTED

— «flPo»Tt»>_.,._..«w«iMUn ....._CM«)SOM ——vMH nmrnn
—.—.... 00» 1116 couattnuM*
. .
| -

Need a job"1 Opportunity is
with our company We need
ambitious people lor sales &
sales management l*h 352
6313 between 4 & 7 pm for
appointment

•NOW SHOWING'
2 3 40 5 20 1 20 9 30

PETER CAREY, M.D..
busts hypocrisy in a
big Boston hospital.

SERVICES OFFERED

DrtctM*

ARTHUR HN1ER

HOWARD GOTTFRIED

A HOWARD GOTTFRIED PADDY CHAYEFSKY PRODUCTION uiVajRHUER

IMPOHTN INN Specialists
in Foreign and Uomesiic
Repair NoRip-ofls Pickup
and Delivery-No Extra Cost
13284 Bishop Rd Bowling
Green. Onto Phone 352 5511
354*601

BG News needs rising sophomores Become an ad salesman & gain valuable experience Come to 106 U Pall

lor the tan
partv
ADPi

Chapman-Kohl I'all Beer
Blast tonight Mav 19. 8-12.
75< presale SI 00 at the door
to be held at Kohl I'all
C.YMKI'ANA Sunday Mav
21. Ice Arena parking lot
Reg II 30 rain or shine info
2-4453
Be a Ireshman big sis' Place
a sell-addressed stamped
envelope in ihe drum al vour
dorm desk Open to all campus women
SIGMA CHI DERBY DAY
Sat May 20th. I 00 pm Slerhng Farms
All campus
invited

PERSONALS
Luckey Swim Quarry opens
May 20
Special student
rales
with
membership

Congratulations Wendv. the
first pledge to get pinned'
from the Alpha Chi pledges

cards

Barbo-'Jes it s your birthday' Pave a happy one'
Love.
The James Mason
3
Little-Congratulations to you
and Butch on vour Sig Kr
lavaliering Jan
The Little Sisses congratulate the newly elected officers ol Phi Delia Theta
Hti News needs rising sophomores Become an ad salesman 4 gain valuable experi
ence Come to 106 U Pall
Wetad) oh ilu.se Wesi Point
men' Congrats on voui pin
ning Sisters ol Alpha Chi
Omega
Wendy Thai little diamond
you been wearing on your
left hand for Ihe past \e.it
really GREW on Friday
Mav 12' Congrats to vou and
Mike on vour KntMgcmenl'
Love 3rd Floor Dormies
Janie. you are the greatest
Congratulations to you as a
runner-up ol Miss BGSU and
on being Miss Congeniality
Love in the bond. Alpha Chi
Omega
Alpha Gams We loved the
BIG ' surprise Loye the
little pledges

call 3S4I0W

ADDITIONAL SEMINAR
I'fllercd by Experimental
Studies tor lall quarter
Southeast Asia and \mer
ica s Future
Details 541
Education Bldg

YW M70 for sale first hand
Perfect Condition
$1770
Call 357-7367 7 pm
1968 Triumph TR 250 Good
condition 2-1381
M Mi. I. Excell corn! S60H
"34 Elm M
65 MC. Midgel (.real run
ning condition, best oiler
Lynn 127 Williams 1-3 pm
Kingston Electric Bass S60
Travner Bass Male Amp
<15
speaker. 85 w • $100
Silvertone 4-pickup Guitar
w case $60 Call 353 7465
Gibson M. junior & case
$125 352 7602
Portable TV. 17
B&W
or best oiler 354 W75

$25

Fold-out
9244

353

lent camper

Garrard
SL-55
record
changer. Empire 888E cartridge $50 353-9675
ATTENTION GIRLS
1971
orange Yespa motorscooler
2 2473 354-6180
For sale
1971 20 vol HI
Modern Rel Encyclopedia
Free bookcase 10 classics
$275 00 354-0575
CBM typewriter. 70 model
Best offer 352-7915
GARAGE SALESat & Sun
Everything goes
110 N
Enterprise
Portable Stereo Best offer
over $40 Ron 352-7668
STEREO Garrard turn Sony
Amp Utah speakers 372-

FOR SALE OR RENT
Free Kittens
after 6 pm

Linda Belle
Pappy II"
Pope you have the best vear
yet Pave as much lun as a
barrel lull ol monkevs on
vour special day1 Dirk Pit.
and Pauline

at 11:30

lilhsts
VIE Matter With HEIEH?

Congratulations CLAUDIA
and GENE on your recent
SAE pinning
Strawberry
Pill works wonders'" Dave
4 Ellen

Siwttey May tl, 1172
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SIGMA CPI DERBY DAY
Sat May 20th 1 00 pm Sterling Farms
All campus
invited

REST ACTOR'

JAMES C0BURN
JENNIFER 0 NEI
WE CAREY

1

:sjqp;sBB;o|T;T| ■ T H A •
, E, A, Rpilll.L I »l
C.HCU.E N I A ij lE.A.f.E.C
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Peggy has finally been caplured
Congratulations on
vour pinning Alpha Chi s

Last: Girl's watch-between
Lib. & Foaaoers. Reward.
371.11(7

Sal San

l

36

1

"

•

MKIMIC Class Vuuth prpscnts Thi' Best of Iht? N Y Krolic
Kilm Krsiival " 201 I'aves I'all Ihrough Saturday Adrti
ll.M

PURE DYNAMITE!"

? 20 9 30

63

1 Tils Thanks
tastic swim
Pledges

Phi Alpha Theta Cultural Boon. & Political Snenee Stu
dent Union will sponsor Neill Maraulav. speaking on his
experiences with Fidel Castro during the Cuban Revolution
Time. 7 30. place Grand Ballroom

• NOW SHOWING-

EVE

"
51

"

Hu(ibv Club I .W pin Mrthn»! Kami Mfmonal Hu,«bv
Pldd BO W Miami and Klyn.. \ll MI»'.I huiHH' HKTI
witb Irani allei Kaini'v 21HS la'hman
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The Brothers ol Phi Delta
Thela wish to congratulate
Steve and Bonnie on their
recent engagement

The Karate Club will meet Irom 7 \> pm in the Korum of the
Student Set \itesHUI|i

/ IS 930

*'

60

Debbie The Big gest sur
prises come in closets' It'll
be great' Alpha Gun Love
Little Jill

The Bl.SC Sports Car Club will meet in the parking lot ol
the lei1 Wenaallt 30 pm iiymkhana. anyone can enter

SUNDAY - OPENING TU. 3 PJH. - ADULTS ll.M
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Alpha GamsThe name ol
the game is get readv to
FLAME
Gel HIGH lor
Derbv dav

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Q'B'EJQ'Q'a
hti bitten

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
IDs REQUIRED

"

~«m>- CL8SSIFIED 'W»
Krtfiy May II. IITZ

FORUM, STUDENT SERVICES
3:00— Til Everything Goes

- love the blazing
pledges

Larry Solomon, Chmn.
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Tues., May 23

Sponsored by SBO
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aspect of new music in general.
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Fund
call 2-2953
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ALL LOST & FOUND ARTICLES
FROM THE POLICE DEPT.

— Get hot for the
Flamer!

1

6

cussion, during which the audience is invited to ask the com-

INFO 2 4453 / #
linn oi shiml

!•>

20

13

A unique feature of the composers' forum is the panel dis-

/]

7

16
21
24

27

student composition majors will be performed

GYMKHANA

i

n

modern compositions by faculty and students Four works by

'(*

i

15

X

38

Under the direction of Dr

1\

4

"2 Gen 1 Ewufai Cure

professor of music, the forum will feature a program of

BGSU SPORTS CAR ClUB

3

14

Busing measure criticized
By Joho Brcklr r

2

1903
2 24
girls bikes I good
$15. 1 fair $5 352-9196
First Term Summer-Palmer
Apts M $50 Pool Air Cond
Call 354-0621

Spanish handmade Classical
guitar hard-shell case $95
Chris 2-1812
Stereo Speakers Utah 12 3
way co-axle-good bass-1110
353-1675

Apl
for summer across
from Rodgers & rooms lor
summer & fall Ph 352 4045
Single & double rooms-sum
& (all Near campus 352-

7365
3 bdrm house-lurn
Near
campus available June 353
8085
Summer Apartments-Summer Reduced Rates 3539863 352-1972
Two man apartment for
summer
Furnished,
air
conditioning cable TV and
pool-Must sacrifice 352-7831
Special Summer Rale 1 it 7
bdrm apis Falcon Square
Apts Mgr Frank Pagedorn
HI -0760
For Summer 1 bdrm furn
apt $100 mo 3540732
Sum 1 bdrm furn air-cond
Couple, pref 403 N Main
354-4822 353-8065

Furn 1 bdrm apt for summer sublet Call 372-2428
HI ink*

Summer-3-man apt $40 mo
Call Tom 352-7715

1 bdrm furn apt to sublet
lor sum 1200 takes it 3530603

4Ds Club Indoor Pool & Rec
Bldg for rent Call 352-9378
352-7324

1 F needed to share apt on
S Prospect $135 for entire
summer Call 352-2751 evenings

1 M rmte Summer
free 352-0945

F subleaser needed NOW
For Further information 23322

June

Fall-furn apl for 4. not in a
complex 354-8005
F-male r mate needed- for
summer, close to campus
352-7485

Apt lor married cpl lor
sunim
Furn
2-bed. air
cond Call 352 7219 U Ctl

Need F rmte summer $90
Ellen 352-0177

1 or 2 F lor summer Next l*>
pool on 7ih Reduced renl

Need M rmte summer $90
I>?le 352 0619

Call 934711
Student Apartments Kespon
Bible Management 353 9863
352 1972
For Rent Summer Quarter.
2-man apartment 352-0139
apt
to
sublet
$45 mon 352-7333

summer

Large 2 bdrm apt 4 stulenis
311 E Merry $70 per student 352 7365
CAMPUS
MANORspecial
summer rates. $150 per mo
behind Burger Chef for Ihe
lines! in campus living
Furnished complete FULL
security svstem PARKING
SHOPS CLASSROOMS all
at vour front door Ph 352
9302 352-7365 352 4045
Ridge Manor Apts Bowling
Greens
most comenieni
apis 2 bdrm summer leases
only $140 per mo . im luding
all utilities 352-0717 352
7660

I Female to sublet apt
summer Call 352 9346

for

June free-sublease 1 bed
room apl 352 7976 alter 5 30
pm
Apts tt house for reni Call
352 9378.8-5 7 11pm
Student
Apartments The
Quiet Ones
353 9863-3521972
Spacious, air-cond
new 4
man apt Very near campus
Summer $180 turn PP 353
8065
WPERE TPE PELL ARE
YOl '
Uncle John istUll warnvou' Room lor a few more
tools and morons II you
really want something to
gripe about live here
Flush toilets nova included
Bio and Pre-med students
study Bubonic Plague-free'
Victor Apartments

352-5545
818 7th si Apt 2

Rooms lor men summer
lall 3 blks from University
kitchen, recreation rm. pri
vateenlrance Call 352-1705
Maurer & Green Apts Now
leasing 3 & 4 man apts 3
man $195. 4-man. $220 2
bdrm furn air cond wallto-wall carpet
Fall Qtr
leases 352-0717 352 7660
Men-rooms quiet for study
tt rest Ph 353-8241 after 7

Maiinavux Slcreo cassette
deck $45 or best oiler 3 mo
old 372-3262

Ph 3520661

Furn apt
1 block from
<ampus June 352-0661
Rooms It apis lor summer
Rooms lor fall-near campus
Ph 352 7365
For Summer-June 15lh to
Sepl 15th 2 Bedroom furnished apartments for $130 00
per month Call Newlove
Reatt. 353 7381

Furn house June or Sepl

Beautiful house to sublet
summer quarter 4 5 manfurnished-utilities paid l'i
blocks from campus $120
month-Call Ken 353-4754
1 bdr apl summer, a c . $50
mo ea 353-3933 372-1139
BEST DEAL IN TOWN
$56 per mo 1 yr lease
$65 per mo 9 mo lease
Food Co-op
Merchandise Coop
Credit Union
$10 line ol credit
Gas heal, paid
Central air paid
Gas grills
We now manage another
building which is filling
up fast Please call soon
Call John or Connie
Victor Apartments

818 7th M Apt 2
352 5545
Summer leases irom $45
TPANK YOU

Ih. M N*wt. F,k*oy, May It, 1973/t^. *

Discussion described as lively

Nixon 'firm' with security council
Editor's note: The following
is the second article in a twopan series on events leading,
to President Nixon's May 8
decision to mine North
Vietnamese ports.
By Gaylord Shaw
Associated Press Writer

On on* of the few hoi spring day* this year.
several tludonlf kept their cool" in the
fountain in front of the Administration Bldg

On Friday night and
Salurdav morning. Nixon
returned to nearby Birch
I'abin where, sitting in a
high-backed, blue easy chair
and with his feet propped on
an ottoman, he dictated a
draft of his speech from

notes scrawled on
legal pads

yellow

To his exasperation, he
learned on Saturday that,
because of a dictating
machine foul up. one of the
three tapes he consumed
was mostly blank With
appropriate comments about
the machine, he dictated
that portion of the draft
again from his notes.
AT THIS TIME, only five
or six persons in government
knew of the President's plan
The list grew by one by
about noon on Saturdav.

Lease changes in effect;
lower rent may result
By Brooks Jackson
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON lAPI
Some apartment tenants will
get lower rent or longer
leases under a new Price
Commission rule announced
yesterday
The rule applies to
expiring leases of longer
than one year
In such cases landlords
who would otherwise be
allowed to charge a rent
increase of more than eight
per cent must give their
tenants two choices:

-A one-year lease with an
eight percent increase
-A lease of the same
length as the expiring lease,
but at whatever higher
increase is allowed by the
Price Commission's rent
guidelines
The new
rule
is
retroactive to last Dec tt.
when
present
rent
regulations replaced Unfreeze that had been
imposed the summer hetore
THIS MEANS any ten.inl
who has renewed a lease
since then may force Ins
landlord to renegotiate if the

increase was more than
eight per cent, and if a oneyear lease replaced a longer
one
Starting with July's renl
such tenants can get .1 rent
reduction or a longer lease,
hut no refunds lor past rent
that was over eight per cent
Tenants still on old two-Or
three year leases must also

be given their choice of
terms when those leases
expire
Although commission rent
guidelines generally give
landlords a flat 2 5 per cent
yearly increase, they also
provide for much larger
increases when old longterm leases come up for

ALPHA GAMS THANK

LATEST YOUTH FARE, CHARTER,
INTRA-EUROPEAN DATA

PAT CYBULSKI

ALL INVITED
presented by

BESTAGD

U.A.O./STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL

describing the mining and
the promised interdiction ol
war supplies
After a leisurely dinner
with his family, Nixon flew
back to the White House
Sunday night and proceeded
Monday to the 9 am
meeting of his National
Security Council
There, while such officials
as Rogers. Secretary of
Defense Melvin R Laird.
Central Intelligence Agency
director Richard I'elms and
Vice President Spiro T
Agnew listened grimly, the
President outlined what he
planned to do
THE DISCUSSION was
described as lively, with
Laird reportedly playing the
role of devils advocate,
stressing disadvantages of
the President's course
Bui Nixon was firm After
the meeting broke up. the
President headed again to
the Executive Office
Building

There, he held final,
separate sessions with
Kissinger and Connally. And
from there he sent the final
order to aircraft carriers off
the Vietnam coast to begin
sowing the mines at 9 p.m.
EDT
After working till nearly
il.nk without
dinnerreading the speech over and
over again. Nixon stepped
back across the street to the
White Pouse. where he
quickly and bluntly told a
score of Republican and
Democratic congressional
leaders what he was
ordering
Without
awaiting
questions from the group, he
moved into the Oval Office
where television cameras
had been installed during the
afternoon.
When the red light atop the
camera flashed on a few
seconds past nine. Nixon
began his report to the
nation.

The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
Congratulate Its New Officers
President
Leo Vaughn
Vice President
Tom Bull

Tieasuiei

Gaiy Zeloms

Stewaid
Jeff Evetett
Social Chaii
Bob Bland
Pledgemastei
BichMayes
Bush Chan
Mike Wilcoi. Bob Pansy. Dennis Smith
Becoid Sect
Tom Mclntyie
Conespond Sect
Dennis Smith
Athletic Chan
Tony Uaichione
Alumni Seel
Bobin Earle
Public Relations
Michael Gieen
Scholarship Chan
Tom Radei
Members at Laige
Scott Gallacher Michael Stnnac
long Range
Geoige Carroll
Hospitality
Larry Can
Historian
Verne Zabek
Librarian
Rich Cotton
Warden
Chaplin
Chorister

Bob Bland
Pat McCarty
Bick Neam

HOUSEMOTHER EVER!

This summer
you can afford to
to America.

WE'VE "LOST OUR LEASE"
SO...WE RE HAVING ONE LAST

GIGANTIC SALE
EVERYTHING MUST GO

VThe!
These Great Men's Savings

Introducing the Hostel Plan
for students who fly American.

\A

These Great Womens Savings

NOW

Ong Ftom NOW
Jeans
$8.00 $2.99
Knit tops
$8.00 $3.99
Skirts
$12.00 $2.99
Swimsuits
'/j price
Velour tops $16.00 $4.99
Slacks
$14.00 $4.99

Dress slacks

$15.00
& 18.00 $1.69
Suits
$90.00 $19.99
$9.50 $3.99
Knit shirts
Casual slacks $11.00 $3.99
Ties
$8.50 $1.99
Body shirts
$13.00 $3.99

ahr llniurrsitu.

1IMI IXXMtM I Ttt N ll'IIMtM

5S3I WOOSTIRST ■ G
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INFORMATION
ON EUROPEAN TRAVEL

WAYNE ROOM, UNION

MOM

— OFFERS —
Penny A Pound, plus 50 cents
AIR RIDES
SUNDAY, MAY 21
10:OOA.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Thank

MASS MEETING

renewal.

EAST POE ROAD

mmm

THE PRESIDENT also
eliminated excess material,
insisting, the aide said, "on
keeping it sparse and tight "
For example, references

to the political and personal
implications of his decision
were scratched because "he
didn't want to surround the
announcement or the
decision with a great
atmosphere of crisis."
Also cut were phrases
which the aide said Nixon
considered divisive,
including one that focused on
"how political advantage
might accrue to a president
who chose an immediate
pullout."
EARLY SUNDAY. Nixon
telephoned Secretary of
State William P, Rogers and
told him to cut short his
series of talks with
European leaders and return
to Washington for a National
Security Council meeting on
Monday
Kissinger and Nixon went
over the draft again, with
Kissinger providing some
technical points on
international law which
were woven into paragraphs

MON-MAY 22-7-9 P.M.

ASTRO
AVIATION
B.G.S.U. AIRPORT

Otig Ftom

when a White House aide
arrived at the compound to
help with the speech.
According to the aide, who
would not allow use of his
name, the President was
specific about what he
wanted
"A very businesslike, very
factual, short, hard-hitting
speech cut down to the bare
essentials " The aide said he
was told to call no one for
information or advice
The aide then set to work
embellishing the speech
changing words here and
there and adding
new
phrases
But when the draft came
back from Nixon Saturday
night, the aide found "where
I had done so, he reverted
back to his chosen words."

sale

ou For 10 Enjoyable Years At This Location

T»,
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Go European without leaving
the country. Fly with us. And stay
with us too. For only $4 to $8 a night.
In student kinds ot places. At student
kinds of prices. With your kind of
people: students. The kids in Europe
have been doing it for years.

San Diego, and New York City.
You'll get fresh linens when you
check in. A comfortable double
room. And, depending on the school,
air conditioning, pools, tennis courts,
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater,
whatever's happening on campus.

Now you can do it here on the
American Airlines Hostel Plan. For
students who fly (naturally) American
Airlines. If you're headed to any of
our six biggest east and west coast
cities, you'll find clean, conveniently
located spots to hang your hat. At a
cost that won't hang you up.

To help you get around, we'll fly
your bike whenever you fly for just
$7. Or tell you where to rent a Ford
Pinto for only S5 a day, 5C a mile (if
you're over21).

The fun is that you'll find them at
some of the largest universities in
America. In Boston, Washington,
D.C., San Francisco, Los Angeles,

This summer, get a Youth Fare
card if you're under 22 and fly for less
with American Airlines. To go all the
way and stay for less too, call an
American Airlines reservations
office. And ask about the universities
on the Hostel Plan.

American Airlines
Our passengers get the best of everything.
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MAC titles on line this weekend
Falcons, Toledo vie for

■JL*

Voj^ 'w* MAC golf championship

MAC diamond crown
\•-M-.IHIH Spurts Editor

we'll be ready and it should
definitely be a good series

Well, this is il
The series ih.it everyone
has IM'I-II waiting for is here
ituwiuig Green vs Toledo
lor
the
Mid-American
Conference
baseball
championship
Bowling Green vs Toledo
for the MAC baseball
championship?

best season in a long while,
brings a 15-6-1 record into
this weekend's clashes The
Rockets sport a 4-3-1 MAC
slate and are
mere
percentage points behind the
front running Falcons and
Miami Redskins in the
conference race

This weekend's series .it
Slellai Field marks (he first
time these two rivals have
battled tor the MAC crown in
baseball
Both schools, besides
battling one another, will
have an eye cast eastward tn
Kent where the Flashes and
Ohio
University collide
These schools also have a
Chance for Ihe MAC crown

The Rockets sport two of
the top 14 hitters in the MAC
in catcher Tom (ioyer and
third baseman
John
I'llewski
Goyer, fifth in the MAC
standings, owns a hot .370
average in 19 games
I'llewski. playing in all the
Rockets games to date, is
seventh in the MAC hitting
race with a 343 slate.

Hut the series here looms
as the most important since
a sweep by either squad
could clinch the title
outright The Falcons and
Rockets could also afford to
lose a name this weekend,
provided III' also loses at
Kent

The Rockets also have two
other batters hitting over the
3IHI mark with Bill Pauck
lopping the charts at the .429
mark (14 games i and Lynn
tiieenler with a 310

By JOE BUrU'HK'K

FOR INK Falcons, this
series is perhaps one ol the
biggest ever as a three-game
sweep ol the Rockets would
give BG its firs) conference
championship
'We've been coming along
pretty well.
Coach l>on
I'm vis said referring to the
nun league wins leading up
to
the
TU
series
"Physically, we are in good
shape and With "ice weather
predicted
this
weekend.
we ic hoping to play and
play well
"I've been looking forward
to this series." Purvis
adileil 'Both Squads have a
lot ot players from the
northwestern Ohio area who
have either played with or
.ilMinst one another I know

TOLEDO.

NEAL

HAVING

MERSCH

its

and

Roger Coe have handled the
bulk ol the Toledo pitching
duties this season Coe heads
the Rockets With a 5 I mark
and a I 77 earned run

By JACK CARLE
With
the
idea of
everything to gain and
nothing to lose in mind, the
Bowling
(ireen
lacrosse
team will travel to Anilierst.

Mass.

tomorrow

for

a

United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse
Association
tournament game with the
University of
Mass
achusetts
The Falcons dropped from

for league title
Miami University looms
as the favorite to take the
Mui Kmerican Conference
tennis
title
in
the
competition that continues
today
ami
concludes

tomorrow

at

Toledo

Oudsema was the lone netter
In win bis Right last year at
conference
OTHER DEFENDING
singles champions are
Western
Mulligans
Pat
lliinev and Roger Thurman
al third and fourth Rights.
respectively; and Toledo's

Brian

Engel

and

Tun

Universit)
The Redskins swept over
all live MAC opponents
during the regular season
and appeal to be the best bet
to unseat
defending
champion
Toledo
The
Rockets
hav e
been
conference kingpins the last
-iv years
Miami has five singles
players thai are sine to be
seeded in the six team
lournamant The Redskins
second through fifth Right
singles are undefeated
Ken Daniels. Miami s first
singles player should also
he seeded with a 4-1 MAC
record

Thomas at litth and sixth
(lights Kngcl has moved up
to I n si singles this year
BG'S best chances of flight
trophies probably are at first
and second singles, and first
doubles Tom Lightvoet and
Oudsema I ill the first two
roles and combine to form
the number one doubles
team
First round doubles action
in the tournament took place
yesterday with the initial
two rounds of singles
scheduled today for 9 a tn
and I p.m . respectively
Second round doubles start
al 4 15 this afternoon

THE BEST SCORE this

a m tomorrow with doubles
championships at noon

year by any conference team
against Miami was Bowling

Green's 6-3 loss to

the

Redskins Falcon coach Bob
(■ill said that Miami can be
beaten at the league tourney
if its players are seeded in
tough brackets
II we get 15 team points
we would win. ' Gill said of
BG s title hopes
That
depends, of course, on good
draws by the Falcon players
At last year's MAC meet.
Toledo won with 20 team
points BG had five points
and finished fifth
The Falcons return four of
the six singles players from
last season's team, along
with five of six doubles
players Second singles Bill

Dick Selgo and Tim
I'ettorini have been stroking
the ball well in recent games
and will certainly be in the
lineup this weekend
I'ettorini. boosting his
average up 71 points in the
last six games to 286. will be
in his regular eenterfield
spot, while Selgo I 2861 will
likely start in right field,
although he may see some
shortstop action
The rest ol the lineup Will
be much the same as it has
been all season, with captain
Ralph ci.ipp Gary Haas,
Rod Allen and Mark
Ammons playing the infield,
while Paul Miles. I'ettorini
and Selgo will patrol the
outlield Rich Arbinger will
handle the catching

By CRAIG ULLERY
Sports Writer

-*>

This year competition
appears to be the most
evenly matched in MAC golf
history as the Mid American
Conference meet begins this
morning
at
Toledo's
Belmont Country Club.

/

f!
Falcons ihortitop Gary Haa» and hi»
teammatei hope they'll be doing a lot of this
over the weekend- running bases. BG has a
chance to capture its first MAC pennant ever
against TU at Stellar Field.

Women stickers win
After winning its first
match of the season, the
women's lacrosse oluh will
hit the road to Ball State
University this weekend to
compete in the II-team Mid
west Collegiate Woman's
Lacrosse Association's
tournament
The women, coached by
Carol Durentini. will vie for
berths in the national tourna

inenl June 3 at Dickenson
( ollege in Pennsylvania
Marty Sinnreich s lour
goals paced the women
stickers Wednesday in the 8
b victory over Ohio Wcsleyan
Universit)
Trish Tangerin.in 'Irish Schwieterman.
Diane Pink and Diane
Gladieux contributed one
goal each to lead the
stickers attack

"Miami has got to be
considered a slight
favorite.''
Falcon coach
John Piper said earlier this
week, speculating on the
outcome of this weekend's
three rounds
Miami coach Roger
Cromer echoed virtually the
same sentiments but spoke
with a bit of hesitancy when
asked to pick this years
champion
On paper, we're the team
to beat. ' Cromer said But
championships are won on
the course and we still have
some sharpening up to do
Powever. we feel we have
our six strongest golfers
ready logo
"IT HAS taken all season
but we have six men playing
with confidence now." said
Cromer
While most people are
tabbing Miami as the

Singles finals are set for 9
Toledo's courts are located
near the Glass Bowl

****************************
After the first round of
MAC tournament doubles
action yesterday. Miami
University led with three
team points
Western
Michigan was second with
two points and Bowling
Green had one Kent Slate.
Ohio University and Toledo
did not score
BG's lone victory was a
first flight triumph by Tom
Lightvoet and BillOudsema
over Kent's Gary Levy and
Okie Kwik. The Falcon's
third doubles team of Ron
Dredge and Tim Powell lost
to Western Michigan's Denis
Keith and Ken Bir

a tie for first place in the
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association to fourth place
on Wednesday by losing to
OhioWesleyaniOWlMU 12
Coach Mickey Cochrane
pointed out that the Falcons
never gave up against OWU.
although they were down by
two goals in Ihe fourth
quarter
"WE DID everything we
needed to do offensively, but
then we would yield goals to
them, said Cochrane "We
kept lighting back In tie it
up It was our overall
defensive play that beat us
You can t give up 13 goals
and win "
Some of
the calls
i officials i hurl us," he
continued
We ended up
getting hurt twice by it The
call would hurt us and then
individually the guys would
lose their 'cool'

So. the Falcons will
attempt to bounce-back
against Ihe 15th ranked
Massachusetts Redmen this
weekend
Bowling Green won its
way into the second round
tournament
game by
defeating Clarkson, 17-10,
last
Monday
while
Massachusetts had a first
round bye
The winner of Ihe BGI' Mass game will play the
winner of the Pobart
Adelphi contest next
Wednesday at Pobart or
Adelphi
A win there would put the
Falcons in the finals The
championship game will be
played on May 27

THE 11-3 Redmen are led
by three attackmen much
like BG's although the) are
scoring more because U
Mass plays more games
The three Uof M
attackmen are all American
candidates
with
Charlie
Hardy leading Ihe way with
23 goals and 52 assists for 75
points Pe is aided by Paul
Ritch 131 goals II assists i
and John Nagle i.15 goals,
seven assists), each with 42
points
Four other all American
candidates are also Ml the I
of M roster They include
middies Perdse Seidman
and Dwight
Blomquist.
defenseman Bill Balustem
and goalie Unite Crawford
Crawford is averaging 11 8
saves a game while allowing
only five goals a contest
"THEY ARE having a
good year. Cochrane said
They have a good attack
and midtield and are a
senior ball club, with most ol
their players coming from
the > Long i Island
The BG stickers will
counter U of M with a high
scoring attack ol their own
led bv senior Laddie Poryl
Poryl was named this
week's Midwest player-olt h e - week
tor
his
performances in the Ohio
State and Clarkson games

ie eive the weekly honor
11.ant I Tin ev on and Verne

/aii.-k were the othersi
HORYi LEADS tin team
III scoi lllg With 29 goals and

19 assists for 48 points even
though he has played in only
lOof BG'S 12 games
He has set new marks for
most [mints in one game
i nine i and must points in a
season W *o far * and has
lied Ihe mark lor most goals
in one season i29*
Freshman Zabek is right
behind Poryl wtlh 46 points
on 17 goals and 29 assists
Zabek has set a new mark
for most assists in one
season

Indeed, the Falcons must
be considered a contender
since they ve compiled the
lowest team total at

***»**************"******

Miami's Bill Schumaker.
who fashioned a nifty 75 in
bad weather on his first tour
over Belmont last week, will
rank as the favorite, along
with Ohio's Mike McPhee.
lor MAC medalist honors

Getting there
Take 1-75 north about eight
miles, then exit at Buck
Road Co west on Buck Toad
(or one mile until it dead
ends into Bates Hoad
Belmont is about two blocks
south on Bates Road
————————»——■
Belmont this season with a
393 That compares with the
other five MAC schools
which finished in the 400
bracket during dual meet
competition
Ohk) won the title on its
home course last year with a
54-hole team total of 1.120
Powever. Piper said it
would be difficult to predict
what score would win this
year because every course
is uniquely different

McPhee finished fourth in
the MAC last spring with a
54 hole card of 224
Schumaker was sixth with a
225 score
Senior captain Hick Faulk.
along with freshman Ken
Walters,
junior Tom
Foituna.
junior Scott
Masters, freshman Mark
McConnel and sophomore
Steve Blowers, were to tee
off at 7 30 a in
today
attempting to win BCi s first
MAC golf crown since 1956
The second round will
begin at 1 p ni with the final
18 holes beginning at 7:30
am tomorrow

"BELMONT
IS
the
toughest course in Toledo.''

f

r*

Creaseman Bob Decker
rounds out the attack with 21
goals and five assists for 34
points
Although the U of M attack
is high scoring, the biggest
problem lacing Cochrane
will be getting his players
mentally ready for the
game

V

"WE WILL try to peak and
gel back up lor U of M." said
Cochrane "We tU> have time
to let down and build back
the rest of this week That
was the problem we had with
Ihe three games lOSU.
Clarkson. OWl'i. we never
came down and you can only
go that well so often."

$g
Laddie Horyl. Top Scoring Falcon

Bronco thinclods team to beat
Bv BRAD SCHMALTZ
Sports Writer
It Will again be Western
Michigan against the held as
the
Mid- A me r lean

conference

schools

make

then waj to Toledo this
weekend for the annual MAC
track meet
The Broncos have won the
championship 13 tunes in the
last 14 years, and Bowling

Green coach Mel Brodt
figures they are once again
the team to beat
Powever Brodt s Falcons
aren't going to roll over and
play dead
'We ve got as good a
chance since 1965. when we
lost by eight points." the
Falcon mentor said. "It's
going to take some good
efforts and some breaks, but
you never know about tilings

He tallied nine goals and
seven assists in the two
contests to take over the
Ml.A lead in goals and points
per game Pe was the third
Bowling Green player to

like that."
Brodt said on paper it
looks like a close meet could
be in the offing Besides the
always powerful Broncos
and up-and coining Falcons.
Kent State should be
somewhat of a contender

THE

the mile and 880-vard run
Dave
Wottle.
Craig
Macdonald and Rich Breeze
give the
Falcons real
strength in the mile, while
the 880 will find Wottle. Rick
Schnittker.
and
either
Macdonald
or
Breeze
carrying the Falcons' hopes
Physically. BG is in fine
shape, with Jim Ferstle's
tendonitis posing the biggest
problem The six-miler said
it only bothers him on the
start, and that it's "one of
those things you have to live
with "
The Falcons will begin
their quest for the title this
afternoon at 1 30. with
action resuming tomorrow
about noon

FALCONS

themselves have depth in
certain events, but might not
even enter anybody in a
couple of the other events
The MAC places a 30-man
limit on each team, which
according to Brodt. makes il
hard to get good men at all
20events in the meet
The big strength for
Bowling Green lies in the
middle distances, especially

Hi PRICE COLOR PRINTS?

Ruggers play twice
Bowling Green's rugby
club meets a tough Miami
team and F.lyria again at
1 30 p in
tomorrow at
Sterling Farm
Currently undefeated in
Mid-American Conference
games. BG needs a win this
week to clinch at least a tie
in the mythical MAC rugby
championship
Miami and Bowling Green,
sporting the oldest clubs in
the
conference,
are
generally regarded, along
with Ohio State, as the best
teams in the state Next
week BG will meet MAC
foes Toledo and Ohio
University in a double home
game.

he said
It has more hills
and traps than any course
I've ever been on
I do think, though, that if
we have good weather and
little wind each individual
will need to average 76 or 77
for their team to win.'" he
continued
With bad
weather, an average of 78 or
79 could win it "

favorite in a very balanced
league. Piper has issued a
warning that
BG and
defending champ Ohio will
be heard from, while Kent
Stale will be playing the
darkhorse role

Mass. next for lacrossemen

BG netters battle
By DAN CASSEDAY
\~sistiint Sports Editor

average I ERA I in 71 innings.
Mersch sports a perfect 7-0
mark and a I 78 ERA in 54
innings
Although undecided on
who will pitch in what game.
Purvis plans on going with
Dan
l!ebel
(2-11. Jim
Meerpohl l5-ll. and either
Ric Richmond (2-21 or Mike
Frilling (4-0i depending on
the game situations and how
each pitcher feels prior to
the games

Miami favored to cop

SAVE ON SLIDES-MOVIES-BIW PRINTS, TOO
IN ACTION last weekend,
il was up to the B" team to
provide the action in the
rain-drenched games at
Kalamazoo
Battling a fired-up
Kalamazoo club, a driving
rainstorm and a referee
making his first appearance
behind a whistle, a disgusted
Bowling Green "A" team
settled for a 4-4 tie
The "B' field then came
on and squeezed by with a
last-minute surge to win. 9-8.
Game standouts were
fullback Paul Paese. whose
punting got the ruggers out
of a hole several times, and
Jerry Duncan who got all of
BG's points on penalty kicks

Thts low once saves you up to 50% over usual ' drug store prices,
rushes high quality color punts back (o your door m just a tew days Try
the Mm service used on many midwesl and southern campuses
SO EASY, SO CONVENIENT
iust use your own envelope and the coupon
below Fill in name and address write name on roll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or. use the coupon to get Mm ma>leu and discount coupons order film and dashes at low prices.
a better deal than
"tree" film Savings and processing quality guaranteed

: YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUDE THIS COUPON-
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